Word Search
Find these words that describe artists and their work! Words can be hidden across, down, or diagonally.

C H G F E C D L C G F O R M B
W O O D A R C I Z L Y X S W P
V U L T S A A N R U Q P C C H
W O N O M F N E L E K J U A O
I I B C R T V P E N C I L R T
H G R F L E A P A P E R P D O
A D U E C A S H A P E B T B G
R A S Z Y X Y W R I V M U O R
T U H T P R I N T S N E R A A
I R Q S C I S S O R S T E R P
S N S T Y L U S P O N A I D H
T M K L K J I H G F E L D N C
B C A M E R A A A D R A W I N G

WORD BANK
Cross out each word when you find it!
Art
Artist
Brush
Camera
Canvas
Cardboard
Clay
Color
Craft
Drawing
Form
Glue
Ink
Line
Metal
Painting
Paper
Pencil
Photograph
Print
Scissors
Sculpture
Shape
Stylus
Wire
Wood